Information in practice

What is already known on this topic

Videoconferencing allows joint consultations between the patient, general practitioner, and hospital specialist.

The clinical reliability of telemedicine has been established, but very little has been published on its cost effectiveness.

What this study adds

Virtual outreach consultations incur greater costs to the NHS than standard outpatient appointments.

Virtual outreach consultations result in savings to patients in terms of costs and time.

Adoption of virtual outreach cannot be justified on economic grounds.

relatively small. Also, patients in the virtual outreach group reported significantly shorter time off work than patients in the standard outpatient group. The trial results provide good evidence that virtual outreach consultations are less time consuming and cheaper for patients and are likely to have a positive impact on productivity.

Considering total costs, little justification on economic grounds seems to exist for the adoption of virtual outreach. However, all the benefits may not have been recouped within the six month follow up period, and we did not estimate values of improved patient satisfaction. We may therefore have underestimated the beneficial consequences of virtual outreach. Furthermore, previous subanalysis showed that certain specialties may be more appropriate for virtual outreach than others, and improved selection of patients may also improve the relative cost effectiveness of virtual outreach.
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Corrections and clarifications

Head of ME Association is sacked

We added an incorrect title to this “news roundup” article by Owen Dyer (7 June, p 1232). As the first sentence of the article makes clear, it was the medical director (Dr Charles Shepherd) who was sacked from his position at the ME Association (a British charity for people with myalgic encephalomyelitis). Dr Shepherd was not the head of the association.

Canadian government is attacked for plan to legalise marijuana

In the currency conversions in the second paragraph of this “news roundup” article by David Spurgeon, we seriously overestimated, by a factor of four, the value of the Canadian dollar (7 June, p 1232). How we achieved this startling conversion rate has a bizarre explanation, but the correct conversions (for the new $C100 fines facing people who are found to be in possession of less than 15 g of marijuana) are £45, $US75, and €60.

Arsenal helps publicise testicular cancer website

Maybe the news team at the BMJ should show a bit more interest in football in their spare time. They managed to achieve only a 25% accuracy rate in assigning names to the four Arsenal players in the picture accompanying this news article by Susan Mayor (14 June, p 1282). They got the names right but (except for Kolo Toure) in the wrong order. In their defence, the order was the one provided by the organisation that supplied us with the photograph. An Arsenal supporter in the editorial office has assured us now that from left to right, the names are Kolo Toure, Stuart Taylor, Lauren, and Edu.
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